Introduction {#sec0001}
============

Most deafness in dogs is hereditary, congenital, and associated with white pigmentation. It is the genetic disorder with highest prevalence in dogs, affecting up to 30% in some breeds and reported in over 100 breeds ([@bib0023]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0025]; [@bib0026]). The mechanism of inheritance does not appear to be simple Mendelian. Genome wide association studies (GWAS) and other molecular genetic studies of deafness by our lab and others have failed to identify loci significantly associated with deafness ([@bib0004]; [@bib0012]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0022]; [@bib35]), a common outcome with complex disorders ([@bib0001]; [@bib0020]). Numerous specific candidate genes have been ruled out: *EDNRB* and *KIT* ([@bib0014]), *MYO15A* ([@bib0019]), *PAX3* ([@bib0003]), *TMC1* and *TMIE* ([@bib0015]), *SILV* ([@bib0027]), and *ESPN, MYO3A, SLC26A5*, and *USH1C* ([@bib0016]). These unsuccessful outcomes indicate the need for different bioinformatics data mining approaches.

Deafness is clearly linked to white pigmentation in numerous species and breeds, which in the dog is usually caused by the classical gene locus piebald (*S*), identified as the gene *MITF* (*melanocyte inducing transcription factor*), located on canine chromosome CFA20 ([@bib0025]). Deafness of this type results from primary degeneration of the stria vascularis of the cochlear duct from loss or absence of melanocytes, followed by secondary degeneration of cochlear hair cells at 3 to 4 postnatal weeks of age ([@bib0024]).

*MITF* has been identified and sequenced in the reference boxer genome, but no alterations in *MITF* have yet been shown to be associated with deafness in dogs, although variants cause deafness in other species: human Waardenburg Syndrome type IIa and Tietz Syndrome ([@bib0017]), horse ([@bib0002]), cow ([@bib0018]), pig ([@bib0005]), mink ([@bib0013]), and mouse (([@bib0030])[@bib0030]). *MITF* is described as the master transcriptional regulator of pigmentation, and more than 125 distinct genes are known to directly or indirectly regulate pigmentation. These actions are mediated through (1) transcription factors such as *PAX3, SOX10, TCF, LEF-1*, and *CREB*; (2) through upstream signaling factors such as *WNT* acting on *FZD* and then β catenin, *αMSH* acting on *MC1R* and then cAMP, and *EDN3* acting on *EDNRB* and *KITLG* acting on *KIT*, both then acting (3) through the posttranslational signaling pathway factor *MAPK* ([@bib0025]). Mutations of any of the genes for these proteins can potentially produce hereditary deafness.

Mutations of more than 100 genes have been shown to cause deafness in humans ([@bib0034]), but many have been eliminated as causative in canine deafness (reviewed in [@bib0025]). Recent proteomic studies of mouse cochlear inner hair cells and rat stria vascularis tissue have identified genes expressed therein as potential deafness candidates ([@bib0009]; [@bib0032]).

One advanced data mining technique for complex hereditary disorders is assembly of STRING diagrams that identify known and predicted physical and functional relationship networks among the proteins of candidate genes ([@bib0010]; [@bib0006]; [@bib0029]). This provides a rational approach for identifying genes for consideration as causative in hereditary disorders. The STRING (Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins)[1](#cit_1){ref-type="fn"} open access database and web resource were developed and continue to be expanded by a consortium of leading academic institutions. The relationships identified by the program are based on a broad variety of interaction information sources (databases, experiment literature, etc.), with the database covering nearly 25,000,000 proteins from over 5,000 organisms. Interactions between and among candidate genes can be predicted at different confidence levels with the program. The confidence level represents the approximate probability that a predicted link exists between two gene proteins or among a group of gene proteins. Available preset confidence limits are 15%, 40%, 70%, and 90% (lowest to highest). Low confidence limits display more interactions but also more false positives. Biological processes (based on established gene networks) can be projected for the diagram genes with a calculated probability of false discovery. Examples of such biological processes relevant to this study are shown in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}, where ear and inner ear development, developmental pigmentation, and inner ear morphogenesis processes were seen as highly relevant. Gene sets associated with the biological processes were developed based on the bioinformatics Gene Ontology initiative ([@bib0011]). Assembled genes in the diagram, including program-suggested additional genes, can be winnowed down by review of the functions of the identified genes/proteins plus knowledge of disorder pathology and increasing the stringency of required confidence levels. This process is subjective to a degree, but is information-based. Resulting clusters of candidate genes can subsequently be investigated using whole genome and targeted NGS sequencing of DNA from affected and unaffected subjects.Table 1Partial listing of biological processes identified with linked genes and the probability of being a false discovery. Processes of ear and inner ear development, developmental pigmentation, and inner ear morphogenesis are highlighted by the indicated color code used in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Biological Process (GO) Functional Enrichments in the STRING NetworkGO term[a](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}DescriptionCount in gene set[b](#tb1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}False discovery rate[c](#tb1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}Color code[d](#tb1fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}GO:0007605sensory perception of sound56 of 1441.41e-47GO:0007600sensory perception71 of 9011.56e-21GO:0050877nervous system process81 of 12711.39e-19GO:0043583ear development32 of 2042.97e-16greenGO:0048839inner ear development30 of 1775.06e-16blueGO:0060113inner ear receptor cell differentiation13 of 492.47e-08GO:0048066developmental pigmentation12 of 382.47e-08redGO:0042471ear morphogenesis16 of 1123.69e-07GO:0042472inner ear morphogenesis14 of 921.35e-06yellowGO:0060122inner ear receptor cell sterocilium organization9 of 261.57e-06[^1][^2][^3][^4]

The objectives of the current study were to perform STRING analysis of relevant assembled genes from several resources to further direct genomic studies of pigment-associated deafness in dogs, and to demonstrate the utility of this data mining technique in canine molecular genetic studies.

Methods {#sec0002}
=======

Foundational data for the study came from a GWAS of 502 deaf and hearing dogs (Australian cattle dogs, Dalmatians, English setters) ([@bib35]). An initial candidate list of 400 genes was assembled from (1) genes located within 500 kb of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from our previous GWAS that had approached significance (235 genes), (2) pigmentation genes (31 genes) ([@bib0033]), (3) genes identified in humans as responsible for non-syndromic autosomal recessive and dominant deafness (113 genes) ([@bib0034]), and (4) genes identified from proteomic studies of mouse cochlear inner hair cells and rat stria vascularis tissues that were also located near our GWAS SNPs (21 genes) ([@bib0009]; [@bib0032]). These sources were chosen to cast a wide net in identifying potential candidate genes that had not been identified in GWAS studies.

The STRING program was implemented to identify groupings from among the candidate genes by relevant biological processes and associated p values. Identified gene clusters were subsequently evaluated for potential exclusion based on relevance to deafness, ear development, and/or pigmentation, since this form of deafness is pigment-associated and is an early postnatal developmental disorder. Identified clusters were candidates to then pursue in subsequent directed gene sequencing studies.

Results {#sec0003}
=======

The STRING diagram for the initial cohort of 400 gene proteins is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} at a confidence level of 40%. Gene proteins show connection lines for known interactions identified by the Gene Ontology initiative ([@bib0011]) and the confidence level represents the approximate probability that a predicted link exists between two genes. Genes with gray halos (31) were pigmentation genes, genes with brown halos (113) were human deafness genes, and genes with turquoise halos (21) were from hair cell and stria vascularis proteomics studies; the remaining genes (235) were derived from our GWAS study. Circle fill colors are randomly assigned by the program in this figure. A listing of the candidate genes and their sources (GWAS, pigment, etc.) is available in Supplementary Table 1.Fig. 1Initial cohort of 400 candidate genes shown at 40% confidence level. Genes without halos (235) are from our earlier GWAS studies, identified as genes near SNPs approaching significance. Genes with gray halos (31) are pigmentation genes. Genes with brown halos (113) are human deafness genes. Genes with turquoise halos (21) are from hair cell and stria vascularis proteomics studies.Fig 1

Following the elimination of most singleton genes and functionally non-relevant doublet and triplet gene protein pairings, and increasing association stringency by assigning a 90% confidence level, the pool was reduced to 115 genes ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}; the 115 genes are indicated in Supplementary Table 1 with a gray table cell background). Biological processes relevant to audition and inner ear development were suggested by the STRING program from this pool using gene ontology (partial listing in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}), with calculated probabilities against a false association ranging from a high of 1.41e-47 to a low of 1.57e-06 ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Circle fill colors in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} represent the selected biological processes indicated in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}, and include multiple colors for some genes that are involved with multiple biological processes, with halo colors as in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}. Icons within circles represent protein structure information when available. The selected biological processes color coded in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} highlight gene clusters with highly significant associations. No genes suggested by the STRING program beyond the initial 400 were included in subsequent analyses.Fig. 2Candidate pool reduced to 115 gene proteins by increasing the confidence level to 90% and elimination of singleton and functionally non-relevant gene protein pairs and triplets. Fill colors of blue, green, red, or yellow refer to biological processes identified in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}. Labels A through I indicate possible gene clusters for further study.Fig 2

Gene clusters were then evaluated for potential relevance to the known deafness phenotype and mechanism by asking: could the known function(s) of the gene at all be construed to contribute to the disorder pathology? Several potential clusters are indicated in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} by the letters A to I, but numerous other clusters are possible. As an example of the elimination process, cluster C was eliminated because it had no connection to any of the GWAS SNPs, even though all are proteins from deafness genes.

[Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} shows one cluster of candidate genes currently undergoing further evaluation as the cause of canine deafness, drawn from clusters labeled A and B in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}. Inclusion of genes in this cluster resulted from *a priori* knowledge (*MITF*) as well as suggested pairings from the STRING analysis. Genes *MITF, SOX10, LEF1*, and *KCNJ10* were chosen because of their centrality to both pigmentation and having been demonstrated to cause deafness when mutated ([@bib0034]). Gene *CTNNB1* (*catenin beta 1*) is a pigment gene that is also a part of the Wnt signaling pathway ([@bib0021]), and *SOX9* was chosen because it is involved in otic formation ([@bib0031]) and is also one of the SOXE transcription factor genes (*SOX8, SOX9*, and *SOX10*) ([@bib0007]) which might potentially substitute functionally for *SOX10* in canines.Fig. 3Cluster of candidate genes currently undergoing further evaluation as the cause of deafness. Confidence level set to 40%, where the line thickness indicates the relative degree of confidence prediction of the interaction.Fig 3

Discussion {#sec0004}
==========

GWAS of complex hereditary disorders may fail to identify causative gene variants. This has been true for pigment-associated congenital deafness in dogs, where GWAS identified promising deafness-associated SNPs but significance levels were not met. In our GWAS, the results were further complicated by the possibility that differences in genetic mechanisms may exist across the three included dog breeds. Using the more holistic approach of STRING permits identification of gene relationships that might not be evident by traditional GWAS, with a focus on biological processes known to be relevant to cochlear structure and pigmentation. The results provide clusters of interacting genes and gene products, such as those in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}, for further investigation by WGS and NGS methods.

Our initial cohort of 400 genes was reduced to 115 by applying a more stringent association confidence level and removing gene singletons and doublet and triplicate gene pairings without functional association with audition and/or pigmentation. This was knowledge based, but still had a subjective aspect, and more than one set of outcomes could have resulted. The analysis outcomes do not provide a definitive target pathway, but instead guide subsequent studies by including information not previously evident. A direct or indirect relationship to MITF/pigmentation was a foundational starting point in this study. The STRING diagrams made evident gene-gene interactions that might not otherwise have been identified, but also reduced the noise of the multitude of potential involved genes and relationships: the potential interactions among our initial 400 candidate genes required an advanced bioinformatics data mining tool to progress in identifying a causative variant.

Prior to these analyses, the gene *CTNNB1* had not been under consideration, but it repeatedly appeared as STRING-identified relationships were considered. The cluster labeled C in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} was clearly deafness-related (i.e., Usher Syndrome) but did not have a pigmentation association nor location near SNP-identified genes, and so was eliminated. A combination of clusters A and B resulted in a still large group, but evaluation of individual included genes for potential functional association with ear development and/or pigmentation enabled reduction of included genes until the cluster of [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} resulted. All of the genes in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} have interactions as indicated by the connection lines, but other genes might still legitimately have been included. In the study described herein, the 400 initial genes exceeded the power of a human brain to extract critical, relevant gene relationships that might be informative in pursuit of an answer. STRING is a useful data mining tool to implement when GWAS alone does not provide an answer.

Conclusions and future work {#sec0005}
===========================

STRING analysis provides a bioinformatics data mining technique to extract potential gene targets for analysis of complex genetic disorders. We are currently pursuing examination of genes identified from this analysis that did not on their own appear to be significantly associated with deafness from GWAS, opening further avenues for establishing the molecular genetic cause or causes of hereditary deafness in dogs.
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